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Fig. 10-20a, p. 296
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Fig. 10-17, p. 293
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Fig. 10-16a, p. 292
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Types of pores:

In some organs the pores in the capillaries have special 
characteristics .

1- In Brain the junctions between the capillary endothelial cells are tight 
junctions allowing only very small molecules to pass into brain cells,
e.g oxygen CO2, glucose and water

2- In liver the clefts between the endothelial cells are wide open to allow 
almost all plasma components to pass including large molecular weight 
proteins

3- In Kidney the glomerular tufts have large number of oval like windows 
called “ fenestrae” which penetrate all through the endothelial wall which 
allows all components of plasma to filter out except large molecular weight 
proteins ( albumin) and blood elements ( blood white and red cells)

know that power aren't present in every capillaries in the body but the majority of them have pores

1 gram ofFatty acids give X3 amount of energy as I gram of glucose

these light junctions doesn't allow most of substances

to pass through &

water, of& CO2 have no restriction of moument in any part of

metabolic
& betore bodies will be allowed to

only The glucose can pass through the the body

product contain cross the brain blood barrier in
brain blood barrier - so this is why is given glucose is the only substance used by the brain to produce energy in normal conditions

Scarbon result
case of an emergency in hyperglycemic shock

from breaking

down Natto the

they are

acidic so in

cone ron they
CS2 acidosis

this is due to the function of the Liver
resulting in

Coma

-
where blood is being filtered

Pores in the capillaries but they are smaller than the ones in the liver

or globulins all these component pass to the nephrones after the glomerular
but most of these components will be reabsorbed back to the blood

by different mechanism , around 11% will be reabsorbed.
Venestrat is the plural of fenestra

El of wine is excreted / day



the filtration of capillaries

happen in out of the capillaries
based on some factors





beginning of end of the

the capillary capillary

Indrostatic pressure

at the beginning of the capillary the pressure is around

= Comutty while at the end is zommie

* the pressure at the beginning of the Capillary called

hydrostatic capillary which favor moving substances out of

the capillary to the interstitialruid

as the blood moving it's loosing to which will mainfactors

increase the concentrations of proteins that comet

get out such a athumins & globulins giving a

colloid osmotic pressure which favor moving

substances back to the capillary

other factors:

O interstitial fluids : When capillary loose water to it,

it increase its pressure which then tend then to push
fluids back to the capillary - only I m He

② interstitial colloidal pressure : due to the

presence of proteins around the tissue it's

almost o

* at the beginning of the capillary the hydrostatic

pressure - Mommy while colloidal pressure - 25 so

it favors filtration outside the capillary ,
while at

the end of the capillary the hydrostatic pressure
~ 17 & colloidal pressure is so it fever

reabsorption



Fig. 10-18 (middle), p. 294
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37- 25 + 1) = 11- Filtration

-= 2 -> so there is some fluid won't be

reabsorbed back to the capillary
this Fluids will go to the Lymphatic
vessels -> then to the circulation again

tworkatumeintheissua
such as blockage will cuse accumulation of

third this called periphral edems

hydrostatic pressure which

comes from the Good
pressure , it's opposed by the

capillary colloidal pressure
back to the capillary

favors filtration at the beginning

of the capillary
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Fig. 10-18 (left), p. 294

Forces at arteriolar end
of capillary

Net outward pressure
of 11 mm Hg =
Ultrafiltration pressure

All values are given
in mm Hg.

(See next slide)• Inward pressure

• Outward pressure



Fig. 10-18 (right), p. 294

From arteriole

Forces at venular end
of capillary

Net inward pressure
of 9 mm Hg =
Reabsorption pressure

• Inward pressure

• Outward pressure



Fig. 10-19, p. 295
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(mm Hg) Transition

point
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( pP + PIF)
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Beginning Capillary length End

= Ultrafiltration = Reabsorption

we can conclude from this slide
that there is almost balance between

filtration Forces & reabsorption

forces but slightly toward filtration

which will then be carried out by the

rymphatic system



Fig. 10-1, p. 276
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we are not required to know

Regulation of cardiac output the exact value of blood

which is around 5 distribution across the body

organs

this slide is to conclude
·

to know that the distribution
vascular tree

is determined by the function & the

metabolic rate of the organ aorta

↓
W

the organ which has the highest blood volume/gram
large arteries

-tissue -> the carotid & aortic bodies which are ↓

sensitive to the O2 & Co2 concentration why ? small auteries

because they are sensitive to the dissolved on ↓
arterioles

not the bounded of , the dissolved of only
↓

3 % of total oxygen
from the capillaries

represent venirles
oxygen

blood content so that is why they
b

veim
have a very high blood flow

↓

why our body doesn't senseCo when we inhale it? -Uc & SUC

because the receptors carrtoid & aortic bodies) only

sense the on that is dissolved in plasma not the one

bounded with the Hb , and because the Co only replace

the O2 that is bounded to the it won't effect the

concentration of the dissolved of so the receptor

won't sense it.

after the carotid & aortic receptors the kidney

is second due to its filtration activity.



Fig. 10-11, p. 286

can we modify the amount of blood going to any

Particular organ ? Yes, in this slide we can see how

blood going to a sheleful musche change

when it's at rest (left side , & when it's

at exercise stat or in the right side

during exercise blood flow of the digestive

system decrease so it's stupied to eat a then

go to exercise because the food metabolism

wouldn't be efficient ae mush on it's at

rest.

during exercise the

heart increase its rate

and contractility so we

need more ofa Ap

so the blood flow towards

the heart during exercise

increases

the most
obvious
one in

blood flow
org

* The blood flow of any
an

change during
suit its function & metabolic rate

exercise

and depend on the that the blood
is the Skeletal

muscle
flow changes



Determinants of Blood Flow

• Blood flow is determined by pressure gradient and peripheral 
resistance, therefore:

• Arterioles play a major role in blood distribution & control of BP.
• Arteriolar smooth muscles determine the resistance to blood flow 

to the tissues it supplies.

the main factor that effect the flow is the pressure difference between two points , increase ap increase the flow so the pressure gradient is

directly proportional to the flow
, also resistance is another factor which decreases How so resistance is inversely proportional to the How

arterioles are the major determinance of blood flow

the major determent of resistance from the vascular
tree

30%the total peripural resistance round in arterioles

all smooth muscles of arterioles

one supplied by sympathetic except
1) Salivary glands both

a sweat gland both

if we see resistance vessels in question it refers to arterioles because the Smooth muscle is the major part of it. 3) external gentile of remates & makes - both

which is innervated by the sympathetic nerves system which causes vaso constriction -> vicious sympathetic stimulation could shut down

and if the sympathetic stimulation decrease the it can double the size of the arteriole - rasodilation -> wider so we can conclude that when there is

sympathetic stimulation the blood flow decrease



Fig. 10-10, p. 285
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summation of all blood Vessel will give us the net resistance

the
* the total resistance is higher than the largest single resistance

50%

each arteriole feed about 100 capillary

the total resistance is smaller than the single resistance

We can
conclude that the parallel resistance

is much smaller than the series resistance

* in our bodies the capillaries are the owl one

in parallel connections



Fig. 10-3b, p. 278

the resistance is inversely

proportional to the radius

sotheflowis direct
y

live

* if the vessel is double

in size the flow would be 10 times

* so we can
conclude that any

small changes in the arterioles

diameter (either constriction or

dilatations would have a huoe

effect on the bloodHow

16 X
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Fig. 10-2a, p. 277



Fig. 10-2b, p. 277



Since Resistance  α 1/r4 ( radius to power 4)…r = radius

R inversely proportional to r4

Therefore   F = ΔP x r4

Hence: If the radius is doubled the flow will increase by 16 
times



V = velocity  cm/sec, Q = flow  ml/sec, A = cross sectional area
the velocity is inversely proportional
to the cross sectional area

same flow to all vessels

* So we can conclude that the capillaries the amount of blood

have the largest sectional area from all blood in each capillary is

vessel so that is why they have the lowest very small

velocity compared to other blood vessels



Chapter 9 Cardiac Physiology
Human Physiology by Lauralee Sherwood 

©2010 Brooks/Cole, Cengage Learning

No need to remember the

numbers but know which has

the highest & lowest velocity
D ↓

aorta Capillaries

* veins have slightly less velocity
than arteries.

* the low velocity in capillaries enhance

their function which is exchange substances

between blood in the capillaries & surrounding
tissues

so lets revise the factors that enhance capillaries

functions

1s they are made up of a single layer of endothelial

cells which ease material exchange

2) most of them contain pores to allow passage of
substances such as glucose through them.

3) the velocity of the blood is slow to allow the

exchange to take a place



Fig. 10-9d, p. 284

Vasodilation
(decreased contraction
of circular smooth
muscle in the arteriolar
wall, which leads to
decreased resistance
and increased flow
through the vessel)

Caused by:
Myogenic activity
Oxygen (O2)
Carbon dioxide (CO2)
and other metabolites
Nitric oxide
Sympathetic stimulation
Histamine release
Heat

so as we know from before

the vasoconstrictiona vasodilation heat &Sympathetic factors are the only

change the resistance (after load)
ones which could cause systemic vasodilation

↳ arterioles mostly due

to their small diameter
& their structure which

is mainly smooth muscles
innervated with sympathetic
nerves

myogenic : decrease in the tension of the

blood vessels which will result in the expansion

of blood vessels

factors which can cause rasodilation

* Nitric oxide it's a gas so after its release

it gets broken down very quickly :it's usually produced
by the endothelial cells which line the arterioles from

the amino acid called arginine by a specific metabolic
activity which then No is produced as gas making
vasodilation (it's the Strongest vasodilations but it's
local not systemic *

* Not proven but it's thought that the hypertension of
only for your it could

the unknown reason is due to the lack of NO due to
=>

knowledge won'k
be systematic

impaired of mechanism which produce No in blood ressed J be as ked on the when the center
am2X * of sympathetic nerves

↓2 &* CO2 is a result of increase metabolic activity in

the muscle so we need more of which is provided by unsodilation

it's a local Not systemic effect.

vasodilation that is caused by heat could help us to radiate more

heat out of our body through the skin to decrease body temperature



Fig. 10-9c, p. 284

Vasoconstriction
(increased contraction 
of circular smooth
muscle in the arteriolar
wall, which leads to
increased resistance
and decreased
flow through the vessel)

Caused by:
Myogenic activity
Oxygen (O2)
Carbon dioxide (CO2)
and other metabolites
Endothelin
Sympathetic stimulation
Vasopressin; angiotensin II
Cold

F
&

if the heat is below 10 co we don't freeze

because then our body will send negativefeed back

causing vasodilation to protect our body from freezing Nand from hypoxia

↳
Later on it was discovered that it's always round in our body & it works I

in water excretion in the Kidney <water reabsorption in the wephrone (
* vasopressin .

" ADI b
in other words

↳ it was named vasopressin when it was discovered
it increases the water

it causes vasoconstriction in the abdominal arterioles preservation in our

body & decrease the

amount of water los in

the wine
,

it's very important
when we are fasting to

minimize the water lossa

men as possible

* in case of sever hypotension as an eg.
tendothelin : are group of compounds which normally are

during massive bleeding . ApH would be produced in response to allergic reaction
, so when they are released

Produced in large amount that is enough locally they cause vasoconstriction.

to causevasoconstriction so it's an attempt ->
so it's always found in our plasma

angiotensin 11 is produced angiotensinogen produced by the liver
from the body to increase resistance to

increase the blood pressure as much as
-> angiotensin/ (in the Kidney) sangiotensin 1 (in Lungs) then care

possible so the patient could survive vasoconstriction in systematic was
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Neural Regulation only sympathetic

* Norepinephrine is

the neurotransmitter which

effects a receptors

amount of Norepinephrine increased

= G
↓

the amount

cause rasoconstriction of norepinephrine
decree - sympathetic stimulation

decreased causing vasoconstriction
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When a certain tissue becomes highly 
active, the rate of blood flow through 
the tissue increases.

Active Hyperemia ( Metabolic activity)

oxygen consumption result in hyperemia

so rasodilation -> increase blood flow



4 May 2013

He didn't explain the next slides



Electro-magnetic flow meter - doppler

to measure blood flow in blood vessels 
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Local (intrinsic) control
• Myogenic response.
• Metabolic response.
• Endothelial response.
• Humoral mechanisms.

Extrinsic control
• Neural mechanisms.
• Humoral mechanisms

Control of blood flow

Blood flow to capillaries is controlled by caliber of arterioles. 



In kidney


